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US NUCLEAR FUEL PQLICY:
HAK TESTIMONY

Q.

According to a New York Times story, Secretary Kissinger
in testimony before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
backed away from the previous Administration demand that
private industry take the major role in developing new
enrichment facilities. Can you clarify the Administration
policy on this point?

A.

I do not know how the conclusion you mention was reached, but
I do have excerpts of the Secretary's opening statement Friday
and one section is particularly appropriate:
11

Like other landmark U.S. legislation in the nuclear field,

the nuclear Fuel Assurance Act involves a policy decision
which is essential to the future growth and development of the
nuclear industry.

That decision is that uranium enrichment,

like every other activity of the civil nuclear industry -

with the

exception of radioactive waste management - and in keeping with
the fundamental nature of our economy, should henceforth be
undertai.<en in the United States by private industry.

11

There are additional excerpts I can give you, but I suggest you
read through the entire opening statement on this.
(Excerpts attached)
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THE B-1 BOMBER
IS IT NECESSARY ?

Attached for your background are an excerpt from the FY 77
defense report explaining our plans and the budget for the B 1
as well as an excerpt from the FY 76 report explaining why the
B 1 is needed.
IF ASKED the President's views on the feasibility of the B-1,
_you can say lli,at the President has c9nfide~ce in t}_l_e~ay we_ar_~-__Eroceedi~-~E_the ~:1_._ You may also want to refer to the Pentagon
for technical details on the B -1. The Air Force public affairs
officers are preparing material this morning for use i.n response
to query.
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unlikely under current circumstances, this crew ratio is the l!llnimum
which will ensure generation of the full bomber force in a short period
of time.

Third, the structural modifications on 80 B-52D aircraft to extend
their safe service life into the 1980s will be completed in FY 1977.
Last, the Department is continuing with the development and testing
of a new 'short-range attack missile (SRAM) motor to replace those originally
designed for a five-year service life. Altho•..:gh it is not clear how long
the original solid fuel motors will retain their effectiveness, we may
have to begin replacing some of them as early as FY 1977. The budget
requests $16 million in FY 1977 to continue this development and $21
million to procure new SRAMs for the B-1. The B-1 SRAN program has
been phased to correspond to programmed B-1 deployments; however, use
of this funding would be contingent upon a B-1 production decision.
'

.

B-1 Bomber
As noted l~~J year,. the Department wishes to be certain that the B-1
will perform·as expect~ed~beTor~e~ tr·1:s-cotninitted to product:fon~ ··To that
erui., the Air Force has undert~e}tt"EmSive--f±±ght~testing pro~Eam
prior to .!l_~prod'l,lc;t~()n~.~eci~ion .~t~h i?~!lO'L~~l1~du],.ed for Noyg~nb~J;_j,_9]6.
The flight test results on aircraft f/1 have been especially reassuring.
Since~Ttssu.ccessful maiden fligl1totl"~23 December 1974, the B-1 has
completedl5 flights and has logged nearly 120. hours.
-~·--·---- -

':

By November 19]6, barring unforeseen problems, there should be more
than 200 flying hours on aircraft //1, which has met every milestone to
date and in most cases exceeded performance expectations. Aircraft #2,
the structural test aircraft, has completed its ground proof load testing,
and will commence flight testing in mid-1976. Aircraft #3, the offensive
avionics test aircraft, has had the initial avionics equipment installed
and has begun its preflight checkout in preparation for its scheduled
first flight in early 19 76. lzy. the~§ch~_~led November 19 26.. product<ion '
d~:!,siQJLdate, -~h~~ Air FQic~LexiLgctJL_tQ. haye d.emonstratad~-the. ~~' s.
\; :..
_ability to accomplish. succes~fuJJy its_ priJna.r_y~mis~sion reqyj;rements in-:- ""'/.'-.
eluding crUiife-cfiaractG.ristics, air refueling, high altitude supersonic
·capaoilrfy-; -~an<Claw· aidtu.de-high speed·i~Di:ti-atioo capa:b:Lilii.::-_ •tn .
add~lirllavecompi~-ted engine production verification
testing of over 9,000 hours, fatigue testing of approximately two lifetimes, and a demonstration of offensive avionics capability.
Product:i.on of RDT&E aircraft //4 was started in September 1975 with
delivery scheduled for early 1979. This aircraft will provide a test
bed for defensive avionics and help maintain continuity between RDT&E

86

l'

!

.1T'fl product:i.on should it be decided to produce and deploy the B-1.
. Aircraft t/4 is intended to become an operational aircraft after testing
is completed.

As a result of the successful flight test program to date and the
demonstrated B-1 perfonnance capability, the Air Force wants to be
in a position to .initiate production in late CY 1976, if such a decision
continues to be appropriate. Therefore, Congressis being asked to
appropriate $483 million for continued research ~nd development and
$1,049 million for procurement of the first three production aircraft
in FY 1977. The FY 1978 authorization request contains funding for
procurement of the next eight aircraft. The plan is to_builE up~v~~
the- FY 1977-82 period to a production rate of four B-ls per month.
'WIU:Ie none of the procurement funds will be co;;;mltt;d
to the
p-roauct:Tcm decision, it~se-s_§~~J:lt:i,5;11 t.Qq]lave the funds avaTiaole _if
B-1 product1orcrs--approved. Without these fun~the resulting delay
itl1lproduttt·on·pr6gra.Illwouid increase the cost substantially ow::fng··
tQ the necess_i_!Y_...Q! reconstituting the IDrr~~~ a~'tliecost escalation
tha~ pccurs from the._ resulting delay.
·
.
- - - - - - --
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l

Cruise Nissiles
The Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) and the Sea Launched Cruise
Missile (SLCM) will be kept in advanced development until the cruise
missile concept has been satisfactorily demonstrated. Both programs
are continuing, stressing maximum commonality in high cost areas such
as the engine, navigation guidance package and warhead. The fullscale engineering development decision will not be made until early
CY 1977, by which time a single development contractor will have been
selected for the SLCN program and both the ALCM and SLCN will have
demonstrated fully-guided powered flights.
During this past year the Congress has expressed concern about
maintaining two separate cruise miss:i.le programs. Both the ALCM and
the SLCH may still need to be dev~loped, however, owing to the differences
in sea-based and aircraft platforms and operational environments which
are significant enough to warrant different airframe designs. The
ALCM has been optimized for air launch from strategic bombers and stresses
maximum compatibility with the existing SRAH avionics and ground handling
equipment. The SLCM, on the other hand, has been optimized for launch
~t sea.
Because of design differences, the ALCM cannot physically
be launched from a submarine. The SLCH could be launched from a bomber;
however, to do so would require modifications to the missile and the
carrier·aircraft resulting in a decreased cruise missile load per aircraft,
and added costs for aircraft modifications and support equipment.

.......·'

87

have been established to pro•;ide the step-by-step testing of these
subsystems.
The developnent contract for the TRIDENT I missile also has
b~~n awarded and the fi=st flight test is C}~ected in 1976.
Four supplemental flight tests of the TRIDENT I MK 4 RV using ATU.S/
1-!UTUT.EY-<\.N boosters hav~ alr-.!ady been succ.::.ssf:.tlly co::::.pleted. Flight t;.;st
on a TRIDENT I nissile of the M:< 500 MaRV Evader will be carried through
advanced development only.
In view of our experience with the POSEIDON operational tests,
we plan to conduct a larger proportion of such operational tests
early in the TRIDENT program. For these tests to be valid, however,
missiles which actually have been operationally deployed must be used.
Tnus the OT flight tests cannot be conducted prior to operational
deployment. Assuming that the desired submarine delivery dates are
met, we would have the first 1~IDENT I missiles deployed by the end
of FY 1979.

... ·'
·~

\, ~
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~
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TRIDEIT II Missile

:.wt

To provide an option to deploy a higher throw-weight, more accurate
SLBM in the late 1980s, if such a system should'be needed at that ti~e,
we propose to continue our studies of the TRIDENT II. The new missile
would be designed to utilize oore fully the available volume of the
TRIDENT submarine launch tubes; .

~ref

·='·-:::b

We plan to proceed with the TRIDENT II effort at a very
moderate pace. Only about $3 million is included in the FY 1976
Budget for this purpose, plus $1 million oore in the Transition
Budget. An authorization of about $10 million is requested for
FY 1977.

l
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SSBN Subsvstem Technology
indicated earlier, we oust continue our search for technology
that will provide less expensive alternatives for use in future SLBM
systems. Accordingly, we H"ave established a new program el:ement,
"SS'SN Subsystem Technology", to focus attention on this essential
effort. About $2 million is included in the FY 1976 Budget and
$1 million in the Transition Budget for this purpose. In additio~, we are requesting an authorization of about $4 million in
FY 1977.
As
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Bombers

As I indicated at the beginning of this discussion of strategic
offensive forces and ·programs, ·we believe the retention of borabers
in ou:r forces for the foreseeable future is essential to a >-iell
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cal;::trt'Ced U.S. strategic posture. '[he current bomber. forc2, par:icJlarly the B-5ZC::; and Hs, should b~ a:Jlc; to fulfi.ll this n·~ed
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can contir.ue to modify and improve the B-52Gs and Hs for some time

to come, and even equip them with stand-off cruise missiles, these
aircraft may well become less effective during the n'ext decade.

t~
,_.

The principal potential threat to the pre-la~~ch survivability
of our current bomber force is the rapidly growing fleet of Soviet
SSBNs which, if equipped with depressed trajectorJ missiles and
operated close to our shores, could catch many of our alert B-52s
before they could ~scape from the vicinity of their bases. While
we still have no evidence of a Soviet depressed trajectory SLBM
development program, such a system is clearly within their technical
cocpetence. We have already taken some steps to hedge against that
potential t~reat, e.g., the satellite basing and the quick engine
start modification programs. But:__beyond these measures we need a bomber
which has both increased hardening to nuclear effects, and a significantly
f~!l~e~, airfield escape time than the B-52.
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'Hit;h regard tq_penetr:ation at. yery low altitude, the currently
preferred U.s. mode, the principal-potential threat to our current
bomber force is the deployment of a Soviet AWACS/fighter air defense
system with a good look-down, shoot-down capability. We have no
evi.dence as yet that the Soviet Union has such a system under development but as we ourselves have already demonstrated, such a
system is technologically feasible. ~~fective penetration at low
altitude against an AWACS/fighter air defense system would require
a f~~ter bomber with a smaller radar cross section which is much more
difficult to ··"see" against the ground clutter, a·nd which. is more difficult_to intercept in a tail chase.
:;.

~

A B-52 force armed with Aif Launched Cruise Hissiles (ALCMs)
could attack targets within the Soviet Union without the B-52 penetrating the air defenses. But a bomber force limited to stand-off operations
"t-:ou1d have far less capability and fle:xibili ty than a force ~•hich
inci.udes penetrating aircraft. A pure stand-off bomber force could
not prov!de reconnaissance or attack targets of opportunity as could
ap~net_r?~ing bomber force.
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For these reasons, a bomber force which includes penetrating aircraft
is much to be preferred ove.r a pure stand-off bomber force, providing
th::tt th~ cost of tha fo.mer is reaaonably co::::1ensurate with the benefits
to be ~ained. The difference in costs, ~.;e feel, would be modest in
CO:J'Darison to the difference in gain. Accordingly, "tve believe the
davel:1Dmen t nnd test program should be continued to provide us
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October 20, 1976
Strategic Stockpile Policy

Q:

A:

Senator Proxmire has accused the administration of wasting the
taxpayers' money on a new strategic stockpile policy. What is the
basis for our new policy, and have we consulted with the Congress in·
making these changes?
Our strategic materials stockpile provides an important source of
critical materials needed in the production of military equipment and
other key items in a wartime economy.

Because of U.S. dependence upon

overseas suppliers for many new materials, wartime availability can be
curtailed or cut off completely.

Even though foreign suppliers may be

friendly nations, it may be impossible to mo~e materials to the U.S.
during actual hostilities.
·
~tro~ly su;p;eorted by:_other other....f£~g_ressmen on cognizant co~ittees,J
The President's revised stockpile policy/has included a ·
.comprehensive review of the basic materials needed in the construction
of today 1s complex military weaponry and those materials needed to
insure the continued health of the civilian economy during wartime.

Our

·new stockpile goals are based upon a complex analysis of industry
requirements. processing plant capabilities., reliability of foreign
supply, and degree of substitutabi!ity by other materials.

Because these

many variables can change, the President has directed that stockpile
purchases and .sales be reviewed annually, .. and that a comprehensive
policy review be conducted every four years.

In conducting this past

year's interagency stockpile .study, the administration has consulted
closely with the appropriate Congressional committees

(including

Senator Proxmire 1s).

~FYI:

General Leslie Bray, Federal Preparedness Agency Director, will
testify before Proxmire next month on the stbckp1le. 'This session has
been planned for some time.]

...

:NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT FOL£CY

Q:

Would you clarify the United Statc::; 1 poliqr on the c:mployr:lt:nt
of nuclear weapons?

A:

·The United States develops and deploys r:uclt~ar w~apons fn

..

.

one reason -- to deter attack. ·If deterrence fails our
nuclear forces provide the ultimate

guara.nte~

conventional forces will not be overwhetmeil.

thai our
!.believe tl:"

debate of the past three weeks has made clC'-ar the. distinct~ou

between "first strike" and "first use. n

'l'he Unitctl State::; 1

position on both first strike and fir:;t use has rcn •.: in.ecl
essentially unchanged !or many years..

It has ·scn.·ed us

well and there is .;to plan for any fundamental chantc in uu·.·
doctrine.

NUCLEAR- POWERED CRUISER

.

~f~

Q:

Why did ~ ask the Congress for funds to build a nuclearpowered cruiser, particularly since both the Department
of Defense and the Office of Management and Budget
reportedly recommended against this?

A:

The Department of Defense plans for its future cruiser fleet
have always included nuclear-powered ships.

Th~

request

for funds relates to long lead components for the first of
the nuclear-powered cruisers.

Because of demand for

nuclear-powered components, the lead time is longer
than for conventional ships.
We are keeping
plans for other

ot

sh~

options open and will be reviewing

later.

lliP~'s~~

r~~~~~~

f1 ~ t~ ~t...:r.
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:NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT POLICY

Q:

A:

\•iould you clarify the United Statf.;n' policy on the nmployr:lent.
of nuclear we a pons ?

.

. .
·The United States develops and deploys r.uclHar w~apQns f:or
one reason -- to deter attack. ·If deterrence fails our
nuclear forces provide the ultimate

guar~mtec

conventional !orces will not be overwhelnlec!.

thai our
!.believe tl: ~

debate of the past three weeks has made cle-ar the ..:Hstinct~o''
between "first strike" and "first use .. 11 The United State::; 1
position on both first strike and first use has rcn•< ined
essentially unchanged £or rna.ny years.

It has ·ser•ited us

well and there is t;to plan for any fundamental chantc in otn:
doctrine.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

INFORMATION

January 29, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

THROUGH:

KEN

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

SHUTDOWN OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1
C~
i

~

Bill Anders advises us that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
is today issuing orders for the shutdown of all 23 of the
Nation's boiling water-type nuclear power reactors which
supply about 15,000 megawatts of electrical power.
(There
are a total of about 50 nuclear power plants and the shutdown will affect about!~% of total national electrical
production capacity from all sources.)
This action is necessary because of the discovery
cracks
in primary pipes that supply water to the nuclear reactors
at the Dresden II nuclear plant in Illinois. The discovery
of the cracks follows earlier discoveries in smaller pipes
at other plants.
Utilities will have twenty days in which to shut down and
inspect the plants and ten additional days to report their
findings.
If cracks are discovered, repairs probably will
take six weeks to repair.
NRC is checking now on the impact of the shutdowns on
electrical supplies and will consider that impact as a
basis for possible delay in the deadlines for shutdown and
inspection.

January 30, 1975
SUBJECT:

SHUTDOWN OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

What is the President's reaction to the NRC order to close
all 23 of the nat~on's water-type nuclear power reactors?
GUIDANCE:

The President was . advised by
the action taken by the NRC.
President fully supports the
safety-related measure. The
feel that this will have any
range energy program.

Chairman Andres of
Of course, the
Commission in this
President does not
impact on his long

Any additional questions should be addressed
directly to the NRC, which is an independent
regulatory agency at 973-7715.

JGC

•

April 11, 1975
SUBJECT:

ATOMIC•WASTE STORAGE

~LAN

ABANDONED

Robert Seamans, the head of ERDA, has sent a letter to the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy announcing that ERDA has abandoned
plans to store the waste from atomic power plants in tanks
above the ground. This could add millions of dollars to the
cost of nuclear power and could slow nuclear power growth for
much of the next decade.
What does the decision by ERDA mean to the President's energy
program and future dependence on nuclear power?
GUIDANCE: The change in the nuclear waste management program
announced yesterday by ERDA was merely a deferral
for about one year in the request for appropriations
for proceeding with a near-surface storage facility
for nuclear wastes.
It was not a cancellation of
the planned concept. The additional year is needed
to broaden and complete work on the Environmental
Impact Statement covering the proposed storage
facility.
During that time, work will continue on
technical evaluation and refinement of the proposed
approach. This deferral will have no significant
effect on the planned expansion of the commercial
nuclear power industry.

JGC

..
PLANNED SEABROOK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
(~.

QUESTION
Do you favor construction of the Seabrook
Plant that is planned for New Hampshire?

Nucle~r

Power

ANSWER
It would not be appropriate for me to comment s.pecifically
on the proposed Seabrook Nuclear Plant-because it is involved
in a contested proceeding before the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) -- an independent regulatory agency. I do
understand that the NRC is scheduled to make a decision on
the application for a construction permit early in 1976.
With respect to nuclear power in general, I am firmly
convinced that it must play a majo~ role, along with coal,
in supplying the nation's needs for electricity· for
many years. We must make greater use of coal and nuclear
energy or we will become even more ·dependent upon expensive
foreign oil, and more vulnerable/""-to/a disruptive
embargo.
.
.

r' . . .

I

\ .
'·.

The 54 nuclear power plants we now have in operation in the
u.s. are demonstrating that nuclear power is a safe, clean
and very economical source of electricity. We will have between
150 and 200 plants in operation by 1985.
BACKGROUND
•

The NRC is scheduled to make its decision on the application
.for a construction permit about February 1, 1976. Seabrook
would be the first nuclear power plant for .Public Service
?f New Hampshire.

•

The EPA must also decide on the location for a cooling water
intake structure, on which hearings are expected to be held
soon.
Since the proceeding before NRC is contested, a comment on
the Seabrook plant could conceivably be used by intervenors
as the basis for a charge that the NRC was being influenced
improperly.

11/25/75 GRS

SEABROOI< NUCLEAR POWER 'PiJ.:t\fT

- l.

Q.

What are y9.u doing to expedite the licen~1ng 'ai;d· co~struction of.
·.. ··''the ·s e'abrook Nuclear Pov/c r Plant which seexn.s to be ·under.going
.continuous delays due to Federal regulatory red tape?
A

~ -~

~

~...

•

•

..

~,.~

'•"

:-

.~. -~

•

. .~.
A 5 you know, the )~e~):lrook question is· currently Hie· .shbje~t of a!l
.. ..- · : ~: .adjudid:tto~·y.· hearing before the Nuclear Regula.tory. C9mn.1i.ss.ion.;:· · ·; :.· ·
As such,. it ~auld be inappropriate for me to cornment~upon it.
.
··... :I.ri faet,.'if I do comment upon it, I am totd that my public ~::ater.-.u~':5
might only raise questions and p:::olong the decision. There£•:J!>~,
I am duty bound not t.o discuss it specificalLy.

..

.t

. .•

•.••

.•

However, I do think my position on nuclear power is absolutely clt:::r.
I am a firm advocate of such development so long as it is done in a
way that protects the health and safety of our citizens.
The peo?le
of New Hampshire know better than alrnost anyone else in the cottntr::
how vital it is for this nation to attain energy independence and c;r-'
its vulnerability to foreign producers. My goal is to develop at lea::t
200 nuclear power plants by 1985; this is a realistic goal, and I ar.:1.
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February 3, 1976
NUCLEAR PO'\t.JER PLANT
SAFEGUARDS

SUBJECT:

Lasi night NBC and CBS car:ri~d spots on two documents
- ·>.::·
prepared by the Natural Resources Defense Council, an
environmental group, which had been sent to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The NRDC urged that the NRC take
precautions to prevent the theft of nuclear materials
that can be made into ato~ic bombs.

........-- ·.

-

Is the President concerned about such theft, and will he
urge that the NRC take some action?
GUIDANCE:

:,·'

"·

·-·

'

..

The NRC feels that the present nuclear power
plant safeguards are adequate for the present
situation. They are concerned to some extent
about future adequacy, but this is something
they have, and will continue to take, into
_close consideration. .the NRC will be reviewing
the NRDC report in the upcoming v7eeks, and the
President has confidence in the NRC's judgment
-and procedure.
_, _.
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March 25, 1976

MEETING ON NUCLEAR POWER
The President met today with his energy advisers to receive a
status report on commercial nuclear power.
Concern was expressed by members of the Energy Resources Council
over continued slippage in the expansion of nuclear power.
The President received oral reports on the status of programs to
assure that the safety record of nuclear power is continued~
to provide the facilities that will be needed for storage of
nuclear waste from commercial plants; and to safeguard nuclear
materials.
Possible questions
Q:

Did the California Nuclear Horatoriuro issue come up?

A:

Yes, all his energy and environmental advisers expressed
concern about the proposed initiative. They expressed
their view that all of the proposed state initiatives
restricting nuclear power--without regard to the California
initiative specifically--would be counter-productive from
both an environmental and energy point of view.

Q:

What decisions were made?

A:

None. It was merely an informational meeting to bring the
President up to date on nuclear power.

Q:

Did the President issue any orders to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC)?

A:

No. The NRC is an independent regulatory agency. NRC Chairman
Anders and Chairman-designate Marc Rowden attended to report
on NRC's activities to assure continued safety of nuclear pO\ver.

July 29, 1976
NUCLEAR POLICY MEETING

SUBJECT:

Today at 11:45 the President is holding his first meeting
with the newly established Nuclear Policy Review team.
What is the Nuclear Policy Review team and what are they
discussing with the President today?
GUIDANCE: In a letter to John Anderson earlier this week, the
President stated that he believes there is a compelling need to make a comprehensive review of
"policy objectives and options relating to nuclear
matters, including exports, nuclear fuel reprocessing,
and waste management." To undertake such a review,
he has established, under the direction of David Fri
(Deputy Administrator of ERDA), a special group
to look at these issues across the board.

·~

Congressman Anderson released the letter from the
President on July 27, and we have copies here, if
you would like to see it. In any case, this meeting,
which includes the review group and the various
departments and agencies involved, is meeting for
the first time this morning with the President.
We expect some output from them in early fall.

ME

'\

'

\\\
August 31, 1976

SUBJECT:

NUCLEAR PLANT EXPLOSION
AT HANFORD

Yesterday at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in
Washington State a chemical explosion was said
to have contaminated eight workmen with radioactivity.
Six of the affected persons were decontaminated and sent
home.

What is the President's reaction to this explosion?
Will this af.fect his nuclear policy in any way?

First of all, I unr3erstand that the blast did not
involve a, nuclear rea~tor; that the 1nen were working
in a glove box and that the blast was the result of
a chemical reaction. Furthermore, the radioactive
material released was not hazardous- -in other wori!s,
the contamination is not serious unless the material
was ingested (swallowed or breathed). There were
no fatalities.
The situation seems to be under control at this
point, and ERDA will continue to monitor the latest
developments.

ME

PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS: GERAlD R. FORD, 1976

means that the State of \Visconsin, for example, that has
mariy rural health problems, will get a total sum, as much
'they have gotten in the pa<;t from the 20-some categori~al grant programs.
That money will go to the State agency, and the State
agency can then decide how they want to distribute that
money. And how it i~ done in Wi:>consin 'Nill probably
be different than how it is done in Pennsylvania or in
South Carolina or in Florida. So your local people at the
State and local level can decide how that Federal money
will be spent. And I suspect that people in Wisconsin
will have a little influence on how your State people make
those decisions, so a greater proportion of those funds can
go to rural ·wisconsin. But that i<; a local decision with
the same or more Federal money made available.
Q. Mr. President, my wife and myself and family operate just a medium-sized dairy farm, I would say. You
touched on the transferring of estate before and the
amount of exemption involved and so on, and this is a
concern that I am very interested in. I feel that it is
extremely outdated.
The modern family dairy farm has an investment of
anywhere from $250,000 to $300,000--many of them
are much larger, some are smaller, but I would say a good
share of them come in that category. And I feel that the
exemption should be raised so that this property could
he transferred to a spouse who is remaining, at least, I
would say, to the area of $240,000 to give them a little
_>portunity to transfer this without being taxed out of
·-existence. I would like to hear your views a little more
extended.
THE PRESlDENT. Well, the present law which was
pas.<>ed in 1942 provides for a $60,000 exemption and no
real provision for any relief in the payment of the estate
tax moneys that are owed. I have recommended that that
$60,000 exemption be increased to $150,000 and, in
order to help those who have an estate or more than
$150,000, the remainder that is taxed, the payments for
that can be spread over a 5-year period with no payments.
And the payn1ents that are left would be spread over a
20-ycar period at 4-percent interest on annual increments
paid.
So it does provide for better than a double increase in
the exemption, from $60,000 to $150,000, plus the
capability to spread the payment<; for any additional tax
over a 25-year period. Instead of h<tving to borrow the
money from a bank and pay whatever the bank charges,
you will have a 5-year moratorium and then 20 payments,
paying the Federal Government 4-percent interest. I think
that i.;; a good way in which to help finance the transfer
of the farm from one generation to another.
Now, this is presently before the House Committee on
Ways and ~feans, which is the taxation committee of the
and I hope that that kgi~lation or something
_ .Jmparable to it will be enacted by the Congress this year.
It is long overdue.

559

Q. Mr. President, I am a dairy farmer from Sheboygan
County and the town of Greenbush. I must say, I would
like in my heart to support you because I believe you are
an honest and a good man. But your farm policy, from
my point of view, leaves much to be desired, and I refer
specifically to the cheap food policy of Mr. Butz.
I would like to ask you if you would consider removing
Mr. Butz from office because of this policy, and if you
would also consider some kind of a method of establishing some kind of a board or something, an advisory board,
maybe, where we farmers from the gras.<>roots level could
possibly help you in establishing farm policy and give
you advice on what we really need?
THE PRESIDENT. I respectfully disagree with you. I
think Earl Butz is the finest, or certainly one of the finest
Secretaries of Agriculture this country ha<> ever had,
and I will tell you why.
Before Mr. Butz became Secretary of Agriculture, we
had farm policies which resulted in unbelievable surpluses
being owned by the Federal Government. They had piled
up to the extent that Uncle Sam, your Government and
my Government, was paying almost $400 million a year
just in storage policies. There were storage fees. That is not
a good farm policy. That kind of a farm policy, with the
heavy surpluses overhanging the market, kept farn, price3
down.
Farm prices generally have gone up under Secretary
Butz' policies and programs. And we don't have any surpluses, and we are selling more agricultural commodities
all over the world than we ever have in the history of the
United States.
The worst kind of farm policy would be one to go back
to this surplus that we had for 15 or 20 years, because those
surpluses depress your farn1 prices. And Mr. Butz has
sought to get rid of them. We have gotten rid of them, and
farm prices are better now than they were when he took
over.
And all I can say is we are going to do everything we
can to keep surpluses from getting accumulated and depressing farm prices. We are not going back to those old
farm policies which in many, many cases contributed significantly to the flow of family farm owners from the fa.rm
to the city. We want to reverse that policy and get mOJre
people owning family farms in this country.
Now, on the second question that you asked, I have
established what v;c call the farm policy bo<1rcl. It is a
Cabinet policy--a policy committee. The chairman of it
i.;; Secretary Butz. It has three or four other Cahinet members, plus other top advisers. That Agricultural Policy
Committee will recommend to me policies a<; to farm decisions of one kind or another.
I think that incorporates the best thinking of the people
in the executive branch of the Government, hut I am sure
that Secretary llutz him~el£, in the Department of Agriculture, consults freely with the Farm Bureau, the various
dairy organizations, the Fanners Union, the Grange, and
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September 14, 1976

SUBJECT:

FRI NUCLEAR POLICY REPORI'

SI'IUATION: 'Ihe New York Times this morning carried a
story by David Binder (page 11) reporting that the
President "is preparing to make a comprehensive statement soon setting national and international guidelines
for United States nuclear policy."
QUESTION:

1. Is the President preparing to make such a
statement?
2. When will the statement be announced?

GUIDANCE:

We have no comment on the New York Times story.
It is our policy not to comment on matters
still under staff review.

JBS

November 17, 1976
PRESIDENT'S NUCLEAR POLICY

Three delegates to a joint meeting of the American Nuclear Society
and the European Nuclear Society have stated that Western Europe
and Japan will move ahead with plans to utilize plutonium in nuclear
power plants. Doesn't this run totally counter to the President's
recent nuclear policy pronouncements.

It is my understanding that the individuals you mention were not speaking

as official representatives of their governments. As such, thtir comments
cannot be interpreted as a repudiation of the President's policy by
Western European Governments or Japan. We are continuing to pursue
consultations through diplomatic channels with other nuclear supplier
and nuclear recipient countries on the Presidents nuclear proposals.
These discussions have taken the form of an ongoing dialogue in which
differences of opinion are expected and welcomed.

On Wednesday the huclear Regulatory Commission ordered
plants inspected for possible pipe cracks.
placed strong emphasis on nuclear power.

The President has
Do you believe

~e

can still rely on nuclear power?
A.

~~clear

The

Regulatory Commission has advised us that the

inspections it has ordered are a precautionary measure.

There

is no reason to believe that nuclear power plants cannot continue to perform as reliable sources of electric power.

The

Nuclear Regulatory Commission has the Tesponsibility t.o assure
. J

public safety. and· its action Wednesday is totally consistent .
• '<

with that: responsibility.
"-- : Q..

How will the shut.d0'-"115 and inspections affect the national

.

pow:er supply? ..
.

.

. :: At any given t.ime a few plants are do'lort'll for various

and some plants are now in the startup phase.
.

...

,.,_

..,_.

-

~'

As of Jan-

~"

. uary ;30 the- 16 boiling water reactors iii .operation
.

.

were . .

.

.

delivering about·

7~00

aegawat_ts
3>

return·· of plants presently
·i·--;·:_,<r'"-!_'•.--.

do~~ -~o,r main~enance

.·. ,.

·.<·.:;

·.:;·

plus ihcreases. in. power output'·by. new plants· in Tt;""''""'

accension

c~~ii incr~asiihe power'delf~;~;d. - by.
•

plants

to

•

>.

.,..

:;

a ··toial·o£·:~:-about ·13,000

---~-;: --?-§::~:4(~'1-:;~: ~-~~-

.

-,;."~:-:::.~

meg3."atts·;;···

power pooling. arrangements
.. --·-·
.

'

.

-

-

needs ...

reasons, .and
; five new plants were in:.

a startup
.

operating at :from zero.power

Q..

...

.

.

If there was a safety problemlJ why
.

\

Co;m;mission shut 'the

•

pl~'"lt:.S

.·

.

dolm at once? "-'-·

.

phase.
. ..
..

.

A.

The Commission determined that the nature of the cracks is
.such that they propagate slowly.

Thus:r it was felt, that

I

1ihile additional information y,;as desirable on a prompt
basis, no immediate

shutdo~~

was necessary.

It could

L

turn out that the problem is related only to the Dresden 2

reactor ..

In an.y

a critical safety

event:~

the Commission does notregard this as

:matter~

but rather prudent regulatory practice.

The Commission wanted an ordeTly inspection procedure. and is
giving the utilities time to schedule the shutdown, get the
inspection equipment in place. and make arrangements.· if
necessary. for alternate power.

Q.

-

Is the Commission concerned about the impact of the inspection order on public confidence in nuclear power?

·"-· A.

The Commission is an independent regulatory body with respon·
sibility for regulating the nuclear industry to assure public
~health

-

and safety .. ·That is their prime responsibility, and

is the basis on which Commission judgments are made.

Sound

judgment is the best way to enhance public confidence in

nuclear poweT.
Q..

Is there any estimate of the cost to utilities of the shutdow-n? ·

A.

The repair cost would be relatively small.

There would be

some added cost in terms of obtaining energy. but there is no

loss of the energy capacity of the uranium fuel.

L
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PACER
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Project Pacer is a 11 paper project," the result o a two-year
study by._ the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory an Bdk:x Research
and Development Assoc. Nothing has been done be ond the study.
ERDA elected not fx:K to fund furt~e&l developments. ecause a pilot plant
could not be constructed before~years from now B:Hx:;K at the earliest, ~-r P.. c ~:~;:1
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The }!IB principle, basically, involves dropping low-yield nuclear devices
down a deep hole and utilizing the resulting heat and Xbglaxx:.s:iecoo steam to
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RESTRAINT IN NUCLEAR EXPORTS
Q:

What is your response to Governor Carter• a proposal for a
voluntary tnoratorium on the sale of nuclear enrichment and
reprocessing plants?

A:

I am pleased at the progress that baa been made -- made largely
as a.result of the initiatives and efforts of my Administration-in reaching understandings between the major nuclear supplier
countries regarding th.e rules for nuclear exports.
standings represent a major and very significant

These under-

advan~~

over the

situation which existed in the past, where each supplier acted
independently and where proliferation constraints were constantly
subject to erosion by the pressures of commercial competition.
I recognize, however, that even more is required, and we are
continuing our efforts to strengthen further the restraints and
<:ontrols of nuclear technology.

We place the greatest importance on inhibiting the spread of
nuclear weapons capabilities and have concentrated our efforts
in the area of controlling weapons-related technology such as
enrichment and reprocessing.

The U.S., for its part, ia not

exporting this sensitive technology.

We believe that there should

be the utmost restraint exercised by all countries to avoid the
spread of sensitive nuclear facilities under national control.
Our efforts in international discussions are directed toward this
very objective.

We are exploring several suitable solutions,

including multinational ownership of reprocessing facilities.

TAB A

..

Qucsti£!!.

Rumors (and press stories} are indicating that President
Ford has directed a major review of u.s. nuclear policy on
a crash basis that has set up a new group in the ~·7hitc
House (headed by ERDA Deputy Administrator Bob Fri 6n a
full-ti1ne h·:tsis) to do the job. Is this true? t;·-lill th~re
be a repo~t to the President? Will major new proposals
be forthcoming soon?

Assurance of safe, reliable, and environmentally accnptablc
cuclcar powBr is a high priority of the national energy
program. International policy of the United States further
pledges that we shall discourage proliferation of nuclear
weapons capability. A number of ~pecifj.c measures have
already boon taken toward this end.
Nuclear policy is under continuing rcvic\v. Howcvr~r, the
President wish(!S to evaluate this subject compl:ehc~Lsivcly,
and so has di~ected a concerted review of our policy
. objectives ,:wd options relatJ ng to 1mclcar matters,
':>including exports, nucl car fuel r.cproccssing, :md waste
/ managom~~nt. N1.1clc<Jr policy engages domestic and international responsibilities of several Federal departments
and agencies, and ndvisory bodies to the President, all
of whom will be consulted during the review

A review group has been formed, under
of Rober.t t>L Fri.

full-~imo

dir0ction

Fri normally scrve,s as Dcpu1:y

Br.

Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
AdminisLration. His appointment to this tcmpora~y duty
reflects the President's intent that all affected
agencies are fully involved at the highest level.

The interagency review group will report in early fall.
Question
Which agencies will be consulted in this review of nuclear

policy?
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A.mo::"lg th~; departments and agcti.cies with obvious interests
in the review arc? the DeparLmcnt of State; the Energy
Research and Development Admini sb::aUon; the Nuclear
.Regulatory Conunission; the Dep.:.1rtrw~nt of Defence; the
De-partment of Conlm('i!rce; the Environmental. ProtcGtion
Agency; th~ Council o~ Environmental Quality; tho Federal·
Encrqv At.lministru.tion; the Arms Control and Disaruv:un~:..mt
~'\gency; and the Dcpartmen t of Interior.
Each of them
will be consulted. Other agencies may be involved in the

review as theN: iij:t:e:ests

be~ome

nrrcl. onf~.J'

i<nown.
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ADMINISTRATION REVIEW OF NUCLEAR POLICY
Question
Rumors (and press stories) are indicating that President
Ford has directed a major review of U.S. nuclear policy on
a crash basis that has set up a new group in the White
House (headed by ERDA Deputy Administrator Bob Fri on a
full-time basis) to do the job. Is this true? · Will there
be a report to the President? Will major new proposals
be forthcoming soon?
Answer ·
Assurance of safe, reliable~- and environmentally acceptable
nuclear power is a high prio.r i ty of the national energy
program. International policy of the United States further
pledges that we shall discourage proliferation of nuclear
weapons capability. A nUmber of specific measures have
already been taken toward this end.
Nuclear policy is under continuing review. However, the
President wishes to evaluate this subject comprehensively,
and so has directed a concerted review of our policy
objectives and options relating to nuclear matters,
including exports, nuclear fuel reprocessing, and waste
management. Nuclear policy engages domestic and international responsibilities of several· Federal departments
and agencies, and advisory bodies to the President, all
of whom will _be consulted during the review

~

A review group has been formed, under full-time direction
of Robert W. Fri. Mr. Fri normally serves as Deputy
Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration. His appointment to this temporary duty
reflects the President's intent that all affected
agencies are fully involved at the highest level.
The interagency review_ group will report in early fall·.
Question
Which agencies will be consulted in this review of nuclear
policy?
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Answer
Among the departments and agencies with obvious interests
in the review are: the Department of State; the Energy
Research and Development Administration; the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission; the Department of Defense; the
Department of Commerce; the Environmental Protection
Agency; the Council on Environmental Quality; _the Federal
Energy Administration; the Arms Control and D1sarmament
Agency; and the Department of Interior. Each of them
will be consulted. Other agencies may be involved in the
review as their interests become known.

Question
Why isn•t·this study being done by the_Energy Resources
Council(ERC)?
Answer
The nuclear policy issues cover~d-by the review involve
a variety of objectives including but not limited to energy.
Because a_co~prehen~ive approach is considered necessary, none
of the ex1st1ng pol1cy groups by themselves(e.g., NSC, Domestic
Council, EPB or ERC) were ideally suited to conduct the
review. However, all the existing policy groups -- as well
as the agencies that have some responsibility relating to
nuclea~ policy -- will be involved.

